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Abstract 
This paper describes and compares two approaches to the analysis of active interrogation data containing high photon 
backgrounds associated with mixed photon-neutron source flash active interrogation.  Results from liquid scintillation detectors 
(EJ301/EJ309) fielded at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), in collaboration with the Atomic Weapons Establishment 
(AWE), using the NRL Mercury Inductive Voltage Adder (IVA) operating in both a photon and mixed photon-neutron mode at a 
Depleted Uranium (DU) target are presented.  The standard approach applying a Figure of Merit (FOM) consisting of 
background sigma above background is compared with an approach looking to fit only the time-decaying photon signal with 
standard delayed photon emission from ~10-MeV end-point-energy Bremsstrahlung photofission of DU.  Examples where each 
approach does well and less well are presented together with a discussion of the relative limitations of both approaches to the 
type of mixed photon-neutron flash active interrogation being considered. 
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1. Introduction  
An ongoing programme investigating the active interrogation of special nuclear material (SNM) is being 
undertaken by the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) in collaboration with the Naval Research 
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 Laboratory (NRL). Active interrogation aims to induce fissions in fissionable material using an external radiation 
source, thereby enhancing the resultant fission signature.  Part of this programme has utilised the NRL Mercury 
Inductive Voltage Adder (IVA) operating in both a photon and mixed photon-neutron mode into a DU (surrogate for 
SNM) target.  Details of the experimental setup and initial data have been presented elsewhere Hill et al [1], Woolf 
et al [2], Zier et al [3].  This paper focuses on analysis of list-mode liquid scintillation detector data by fitting the 
decaying photon rate characteristic of flash photofission of DU with high energy (~10 MeV endpoint) 
Bremsstrahlung.   The high background associated with mixed source mode complicates such analysis.  
2. Active interrogation source, target and shielding 
Up to 150 g/cm2 of steel shielding was placed on all sides of a 2.54 cm thick, square, ~40 kg, DU slab, irradiated 
with 8 MeV endpoint Bremsstrahlung (200 kA, 50 ns) at around 2.5 m from the source.  More detail on the 
experimental setup can be found in Hill et al [1], Woolf et al [2].  A 10 cm thick D2O container was utilised 
downstream of the pulsed power diode, immediately outside the vacuum vessel, to add a neutron component to the 
interrogation source.  More detail on the mixed source can be found in Zier et al [3]. 
3. Data and Figure of Merit 
The data used for this analysis are list mode photon events from seven EJ301 and seven EJ309 liquid scintillation 
detectors (Eljen) Woolf et al [2], Martin et al [4] placed in arrays 2.5 m, side on, from the DU target.  The initial 
Figure of Merit (FOM) used has been presented in detail elsewhere Martin et al [4] and essentially consists of 
applying the following bulk counting formula to each experimental data series from each detector.  Data was taken 
and analysed in list mode (energy, PSD and time recorded for each detected event). 
where S is signal, B is average background and VB is the standard deviation of independently measured 
backgrounds. 
An example of the type of backgrounds, cut for photons < 2.5 MeV, obtained from the different interrogation 
source modes is shown in Fig. 1 (photon only interrogation) and Fig. 2 (mixed photon-neutron interrogation). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Example backgrounds for EJ309 data from Bremsstrahlung only interrogation.  The blue line is the population average while the other 
solid lines are separate list mode datasets.  The shaded areas are three sigma deviation from the mean. 
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An example of the type of signals with fissile material present (list mode counts vs time, cut for photons < 2.5 
MeV) obtained from the different source modes is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  Note the shape compared to the 
background plots shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2.  
 
Fig. 2. Example backgrounds for EJ309 data from mixed source interrogation.  The blue line is the population average while the other solid lines 
are separate list mode datasets.  The shaded areas are three sigma deviation from the mean.  Note the total number of counts compared to Fig 1. 
Fig. 3. Example unshielded DU signals (blue curves) for EJ309 data from Bremsstrahlung only interrogation.  The green curve is a 
fit with parameters given in section 6 of this text. 
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Applying Equation 1 to the EJ309 list mode photon (cut for photons < 2.5MeV) event  data for Bremsstrahlung-
only interrogation yields the FOM data shown in Fig. 5.  Each FOM is an average over the first ~10s worth of 
photon event data, see Martin et al [4]. 
 
Applying Equation 1 to the EJ309 data for mixed source interrogation yields the FOM data shown in Fig. 6.  
Fig. 4. Example unshielded DU signals (blue curves) for EJ309 data from mixed source interrogation.  The green curve is a fit with 
parameters given in section 6 of this text. 
Fig. 5. FOM (Equation 1) for the full set of Bremsstrahlung-only interrogation EJ309 data.  Negative shielding are backgrounds (no DU), 
shaded area is 3sigma in the background distribution of FOM values.  Colours for shielding values equal to or greater than zero correspond to 
a given dataset (experiment), error bars are one sigma (across detector array), dashed lines are highest and lowest gradient single experiment 
series. 
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4. Comparison to Expected Photon Rate 
The time varying photon rate (counts per second, calculated from the same list mode data above) seen on the 
liquid scintillation detectors compares well with published DU photofission data Walton [5]. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 7 and confirms the signals seen to be predominantly DU fission in origin. 
 
Fig. 6. FOM (Equation 1) for the full set of mixed-source interrogation EJ309 data.  Negative shielding are backgrounds (no DU), shaded 
area is 3sigma in the background distribution of FOM values.  Colours for shielding values equal to or greater than zero correspond to a 
given dataset (experiment), error bars are one sigma (across detector array), dashed lines are highest and lowest gradient single experiment 
i
Fig. 7. Comparison of EJ301 list mode rate data (300 point moving window for single dataset of all bare DU datasets) with published data 
Walton [5]. 
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5. Expected Photon Rate 
The aim of this work is to look at the time varying shape of list mode photon counts rather than the delta from 
measured background (i.e. fitting the signals with an expcted photon rate rather than applying equation 1 to bulk 
counts data).  In order to calculate the expected photon rate, list mode photon datasets generated using a bare DU 
target, or lightly shielded DU target, were put through the following method: 
x Detected photons from fission decay are inherently noisy due to the random nature of radioactive decay therefore 
the list mode data is first smoothed and differentiated (with respect to time, to obtain a rate) directly (smoothing 
and differentiation performed simultaneously) with a Savitzky Golay filter (101 pt window, order 2). 
x List mode data consists of a set of times thus differentiation of time with respect to counts is more straight 
forward than differentiation of counts with respect to time, hence dT/dS is generated rather than dS/dT where T is 
time and S is cumulative signal. 
x The inverse of dT/dS (i.e. the rate) is then smoothed with second similar filter (101 pt window, order 4) and 
normalized.  In order to retain only the relative rate information.  
x The background from very late time (300 s) is removed by subtracting its ~constant value.. 
x This normalised, background subtracted, rate is fitted with a sum of exponential terms aiexp(bit). 
x EJ309 example a= (0.56, 0.20, 0.21, 0.03, 0.001), b=(3.5, 3.5/3, 3.5/32, 3.5/33, 3.5/34).  This fit is only used up to 
30s where it has been seen to agree well with the list mode data presented in this text. 
 
Fig. 8 illustrates the EJ309 unshielded DU rates and fit used for the results presented in the remainder of this 
paper.  
 
6. Results 
The normalised fit to the EJ309 rate data shown in Fig. 8 can be used to estimate the background present in any 
given signal by taking pairs of list mode data points if the measured signal is thought of as being the integral of a 
constant background rate superimposed with the known time varying rate component.  This process takes pairs of 
Fig. 8. EJ309 rate-data (each line represents a separate experimental dataset) and fit (sum of exponentials given above). 
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data points ending with that at longest time (tens of seconds) and starting from any point more than one second into 
the dataset and more than three seconds from the end data point.  Each pair allows the background present to be 
estimated directly and an averge value for the background rate is generated.  Once the background has been 
quantified the active component of the signal can be estimated (average value used) and the total signal 
reconstructed, example fits are the green lines shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  This approach gives reasonable results 
even if only a few (~10) seconds of data are used. 
 
The resultant fit has two components, a time varying component on a scale less than ~30 s and a constant 
component (also potentially time varying but on a longer scale).  These two coefficients, termed “Active signal” and 
“background” respectively, are illustrated for EJ309 Bremsstrahlung-only interrogation in Fig. 9 and mixed-source 
interrogation in Fig. 10.  Only one detector is shown for clarity. Different colours indicate different shielding levels. 
 
Fig. 9. EJ309 Bremsstrahlung-only interrogation fit parameter illustration (single detector shown for clarity). Data point series (shape and 
colour) represent different shielding levels of steel (green are unshielded).  Shaded area corresponds to SNR=1. 
Fig. 10. EJ309 mixed-source interrogation fit parameter illustration (single detector shown for clarity). Data point series (shape and colour) 
represent different shielding levels of steel (green are unshielded). Shaded area corresponds to SNR=1. 
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The fit parameters shown in Fig. 9 are approximated well by a straight line, this implies that the time-varying 
signal contributes a significant fraction of total non-natural background counts (see Fig. 1); ~95% in this 
Bremsstrahlung-only interrogation mode case.  The same cannot be said of the parameters in Fig. 10 due to most of 
the points being in the noise, however, the few points (green diamonds) outside the noise would imply this fraction 
is reduced by up to a factor of 4 in the mixed source interrogation mode. 
 
This approach also allows similar plots to Fig. 5 and 6 to be generated for the predicted active total counts vs. 
shielding level.  Logical choices for the y-axis are FOM (S taken as the time varying component and B the constant 
component of the fit) or predicted total active signal (again, the time varying component).  This is illustrated in Fig. 
11 for Bremsstrahlung-only interrogation mode data (compare to Fig. 5) and Fig. 12 for mixed-source interrogation 
mode data (compare to Fig. 6). 
 
 
Fig. 11. EJ309 Bremsstrahlung only interrogation fit parameter illustration (single detector shown for clarity). Shaded area corresponds to 
SNR=1. Colours for shielding values equal to or greater than zero correspond to a given dataset (experiment), error bars are one sigma 
(across detector array), dashed lines are highest and lowest gradient single experiment series. 
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7. Example 
Examples where fitting the time-varying shape rather than bulk counts adds significant value can be found 
anywhere the bulk counts vary significantly from average i.e. where the pulsed power accelerator performance 
varies.  One such case is shown in Fig. 13 which shows the 50g/cm2 steel shielded mixed source data for the first 
EJ309 detector.  
 
Fig. 12. EJ309 Mixed source interrogation fit parameter illustration (single detector shown for clarity). Shaded area corresponds to SNR=1. 
Colours for shielding values equal to or greater than zero correspond to a given dataset (experiment), error bars are one sigma (across 
detector array), dashed lines are highest and lowest gradient single experiment series. 
Fig. 13. First EJ309 detector, 50g/cm2 steel shielded mixed source data from shots 1514 and 1516. 
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Fig. 13 shows shot 1514 above the average background (FOM~3 in first few seconds) while shot 1516 falls 
below the background (FOM ~negative).  Fitting the time varying signals gives FOM ~ 10 for both shots.  Examples 
of fitting time-varying signals not giving good results can be found where the measured backgrounds vary in time 
with a decreasing rate, resulting in low but non-zero predicted active signals and high quality of fit indicators.  
 
8. Conclusions 
The standard approach applying a Figure of Merit (FOM) consisting of number of background sigmas above 
background has been compared with an approach looking to fit only the time decaying photon signal with standard 
delayed photon emission from ~10 MeV end-point energy Bremsstrahlung photofission of DU.  Similar predictions 
are obtained with both methods (Fig. 11 compared to Fig. 5) however there are specific cases where each method 
has merit when applied to flash DU photofission data.  It has proven possible to fit time varying rates even on 
reduced datasets (~10 s) without prior background measurement for variable high background, mixed interrogation 
source, data.  
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